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STEP ONE—Character and Theme
Your character:
Why did you choose this character:
Your larger novel theme:
Draft of your thesis claim sentence:

STEP TWO—Set Up Movie C-Notes
Given your theme, and your character(s), jot down scenes to look for when viewing the movie. You will add notes in right column when you view movie:

Watch For
Movie Notes
How George tells the story of how its going be around campfire in first chapter. (This is an example. Keep it or delete it.)


This is where you will take notes while viewing the movie.









STEP THREE—Important Scenes
Delete the scenes that do not apply to your character or theme, and add scenes that are needed. Underneath the scenes that you kept, jot down what you will look for in the movie scene that connects to your character or theme. This step helps you think critically about what you will see.

George telling Lennie to remember the green pool area
	Look for George’s facial expressions
	

Curley meeting George and Lennie
	

Woman meeting George and Lennie
	

Lennie crushing Curley’s hand
	

Slim and George talking about George and Lennie’s past
	

Candy's dog
	

Lennie in the barn with the dead pup
	

Lennie killing the Woman
	

End scene with George and Lennie
	

 
STEP FOUR—Text Evidence
Use the novel and write down any text evidence that support your character(s), or theme. Ex,

“From his side pocket he brought out two spoons and passed one of them to Lennie” (15).






STEP FIVE—Analysis

Take any of your text evidence and start to analyze it. Use this space as a rough draft for analysis. When analyzing, remember, your job is to make clear to the reader everything you are thinking in your head. Consider, at minimum, the following for each piece of Text Evidence: 

What does the text evidence mean? What significance does the TE have in the story at that moment?

Why is the TE significant? Why does the TE connect to your character or theme?

How does your TE show the theme? How does the TE show a new side to your character?


